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51 The Board welcomes the research programme that the Home 
established. This includes an epidemiological study on police office....-s ..._o 
are occupationally exposed to TETRA signals. 

52 The Board also considers that information on the location and 
specification of installed TETRA base stations be included in the Ofcom 
Sitefinder website. 

53 The Board recommends that TETRA base stations are audited in the 
same way as GSM base stations. 

54 Until much more information becomes available the Board considers 
that it would be premature to rule out the possibility of health effects on 
users of TETRA based equipment and believes that a precautionary approach 
should be adopted. 

Developing technologies 
55 A variety of additional technologies are now being progressively developed 

and implemented in the field of telecommunications. New technologies include 
third-generation (3G) mobile telephony, wireless local area networks (WLANs), 
Bluetooth and ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, and radiofrequency identification 
(RFID) devices. 

56 The Board considers that it is important to understand the signal 
characteristics and field strengths arising from new telecommunications 
systems and related technologies, to assess the RF exposure of people, and 
to understand the potential biological effects on the human body. 

57 The Board also believes it important to ensure that the exposure of 
people from all new and existing systems complies with ICNIRP guidelines. * 

Sensitive groups 
58 Populations as a whole are not genetically homogeneous and people can vary in 

their susceptibility to environmental hazards. There could also be a dependency on age. 
The issue of individual sensitivity remains an outstanding one in relation to RF exposure 
and one on which more information is needed. 

59 IEGMP considered that children might be more vulnerable to any effects arising 
from the use of mobile phones. The potential for undertaking studies to examine 
any possible effects on children are, however, limited for ethical reasons. It was 
recommended in the Stewart Report that the use of mobile phones by children should 
be minimised and this was supported by the Departments of Health. Text messaging 
has considerable advantages as the phone is in use for only a short time, when the 
phone transmits the message, compared with voice communication. 

60 The Board concludes that, in the absence of new scientific evidence, the 

61 

62 

recommendation in the Stewart Report on limiting the use of mobile 
phones by children remains appropriate as a precautionary measure. 

The Board also welcomes an initiative by the World Health Organization ,,)L 
in its EMF programme to focus attention on research relevant to the ~ 
potential sensitivity of children. 

Additionally. there is concern by an increasing number of individuals, although 
relatively small in relation to the total UK population, that they are adversely affected by 

11 
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whether the basic restric1ions <£e likely to be exceeded. 
ICNIRP recommends the use of reference levels as a 
general g,.udance for itm10,ng exposures of workers end 
of the general public. 

The basic restriction-C?:ference level stntegy <IL-
pends on an understanding of the inunction mechanism 
end the ~propriate development of dosimetric rdarion
ships. In some cirrumstances, an adverse effect may be 
identified, but the exposure limitation coo only be de 
scribed in temis of the external. exposure. In such cases, 
reference levels may be used to control the exposure 
cirectly. 

Depending on the specific biophysical mechanism 
involved in the interaction process, the exposure cond.i
llon relevant for the b1olo~c:il effect of lhe non-t(Xll7lng 

. nrlicrion can be quantified either in terms of the inslm1-
i:meous level (or time-dependent function thereof) of the 
biologically effective parameter or as its time integrated 
value. Exanples of the use of the former jnclude inter
action rocesses involvin the hecrin of tissue (fur 
eitamp em are a sorpb.on rate en o e atter r,lttl
todierruc:il processes (for ~le blue-11ght etfucts and 
ul!ra'\l'iolet radiation induced aythema). 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize currently established 
mechanisms of interaction, adverse effects, biolo~cally 
effucuve qu:inu11es, and correspondng external expo~e 
parameters across different perts of the NIR spectrum. 

People being protected 
Different groups in a population may have differ

ences in their ability to tolercte aptrticul1r NIR expo
sure. for exam 1 childr the dderl and some 
chrom y 1 peo e mt t a'.re a ower to erance ot 

populiiion Under such ctrcumst3!1.ces, 1t ma-y be usefiil 
or necessary to de...-elop separate guideline levels for 
afferent [fOUps v.-ithin the general population, but it m.y 
be more effective to adjust the guidelines fur the general 
population to include such groups. 

Some guidelines may still not provide a:lequate 
protection fur ceruin semitive iirdivicwls nor for norm:tl 
in.divicwl.s eJqJosed concomitantly to otlier agents, which 
may exocerbcte the effect of the NIR exposure, an 
eitample being individuals with photosensitivity. Where 
such situa1ions luve been identified, :ippropriate specific 
atlvice mould be developed-within the context of sci
entific knowledge. 

In some circumstances, it may be adYisable to 
distinguish bet.lleeu members of the general public and 
indi11i.du:.tls exposed be=.ise of or v.hile performing their 
work tasks (occupational. exposure). In its exposure 
@-lldel.tnes, ICNIRP dlstwgtu~ ocrup:ruonal and pul>
lic exposures in general tenns. When applying the 
guidelines to specific situations, it is ICNIRP's opinion 
that the relev<Dt aithorities in each country should 
decide on whether occupat:ional or general.·public guide
line levels 1re to be applied, according to existing 
(national.) rules or policies . Environmental conditions 
may al.so influence 1he effect of ..mole-body exposure to 
optiC41 or RF radiation. 

Many forms of NIR find application in medical 
practice, oftep at exposure levels that are much greater 
than those to which the general population might be 
exposed. In the c.se of patlents receiving NIR eiqiosures 
as a part of their medics. treatment, ICNIRP considers 
that the provision of advice on such exposures lies 
outside the 1,COpe of its exposure guidelines. Seriously ill 
patients might be considered as more vulnerable when 
exposed to NIR. but ICNIRP guidelines do not consider 
these potential vulnerabilities because such patients are 
under active medica management. 

The distribution of levels of e:i.."Posure and the 
fraction of the populcrioq. that may be exposed at each 
level are important factor~ in relation to expo sure guide
lines for NIR. Often there:are few data on such 11i~lrihu-
1ions, but wrere they exist,1they c.n provide an important 
insight as to the social and economic impact of impl<.! 
mert.ition of reconxnended guidelines for NIR exposure. 

The use or reduction factors 
The i~fication and quantificcrion of various 

adverse effects ofNIR e:3posure on he:.tlth .ind wellbeing 
are difficult at best. and such judgements require e.-.:te.n
sive experience and expertise. Uncertainties in the 
kno'iVl.edge are ccmpens:ited for by reduction f.ictors, and 
the guidelines will accordingly be set below the 1hte;.l1-
olds of critiC21 effects. Some of lbe imme.iate effects c:m 

·. be qwntifi.ed with re:isonable precisicn, and derivation of 
guidelines will not require a substantial reduction below 
the observed threshold levels. When the precision and 
certanty of the relationship between exposure and ad
verse outcome is lower, a larger reduction ma-y be 
w.ncnted. There is no definite basis for determining the 
precise magnitude of the reduction factors, and the 
choice of the reduction is a matter of scientific judg;: 
ment . .As with al the procedures, setting reduction 
fa::tors should be free of vested commercial interest. 

Some examples of sources of unceitanty about 
exposure-<!ffect threshold levels include tl1e extr.ipobtion 
of animal da:a to effects on humans, differences in the 
physi.ological reserves of diffen:ot people with corre
sponding differences 'in tolerance, and statistical uncer
t:ii.nties (confidence limits) in the dose-response function 
In ICNIRP' s view, uncertaiz:uy in measurements used to 
implement the guiddines is a problem more appropriu 
to the functions of organizations responsible for the 
development. of comp!i:mce methods. It is not considered 
in the setting ofreduction factors by ICNIRP. 

It should be noted that the use of reference levels 
may, in many cases, result in additional reductions as 
they correspond to basic restrictions only under maxi
mum absorption or coupling. 

.Appmade to rule management 
The ICNIRP approach to providing alt.ice on lim

iting exposure to NIR necessarily requires well-based 
saenhtic d.it:i related to estab!tshed he.uth eflects. When. 
in the oosence of sufficient scientific evidence for the 
e&istence of a suspected. adverse health effect, there are 
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c_;tlls fur protective me:isures, a number of approaches to 
nsk management have been applied. These approaches 
generally center on reducing needless exposure to the 
suspected agent. However, ICNIRP erl'4)hasizes the need 
to ensure that the practical manner in which such 
approaches are applied shot.id not undennine oc be to the 
detriment of science based exposure guidelines. 

ICNIRP notes the clarification afforded by the 
Europe;m C9rnmission (CEC 2000; Foster et al. 2000) on 
the pr8:ctica1 application of one such approach, the 
Precautlonary Pnnc1ple. For example, this mc:ludes the 
degree to which the Principle is based on the science 
(requiring an evaluation of risk research), and the provi
s10nal nature of measures pending further acquisition of 
scientific dab. · 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Ilus dornment ~escnbes the philosophy and genera 
methodology by which ICNIRP evaluates the scientific 
literature on possible health risks of non-ionizing radia
l.ton, and the procedures by which ICNIRP uses such data 
in formulating its advice on non-ionizing radiation expo
sure.• lrt practice, the critical steps in applying these, 
general procedures may differ across the non-1oru.zmg 

" u-e sae c JU gem , e.g., on rev1ewmg e sa- ~ 
enlihc literature and detemurung appropnate reducbon ~ 

-----,:~a=o;.:;rs... '1-
- !his document provides a transparent general 
framework for these procedures. Descriptions of proce
dures and delib~ations specific to various frequmcy or 
wa<relmgth regions and sources of information are dis 
serninated by IC:HIRP in its scimtific reviev1s, guide
Imes, statements, and practical guides. Through its inde
pendence_ and strncture as described in this document, 
JCNIRP 1s also \.Veil placed to consult widely on these 
1s1mes. 

Acbu.v1'dgnEI1l:i-11,a supl)011 roceis-.;d b, IOURP from il,e hli,rna.
tional R.adi..ticn F,oi,ctir..or. Associ>.ticm, the Worli Hauth Ozganizatio:\ 
utl the Freb:h, Gern-..r, K.oieu\ an:! Swiss Gc,...,nn>aru i, g14MitlJ., 
acl:i:v.vledg,,d_ -
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APPENDIX 

Crita-ia for the design and eva.lua tion of single 
studies 

The followmg cntena are pnm:mly mtended for use 
when designing. conducting. and reporting a single 
study. By their nature, these criteria can also be used as 
a guide in evaluating studies. It should be kept in mind, 
however, that useful complementary data micrht be ob
tained also from studies that do not fulfil thes~ □-iteria. 

Epidemiological studies 
Imrestigations of associations in people between 

exposure levels and adverse health effects can utilize 
both human laboratory and epidemiological studies (for 
labo:al:ory studies, see below). Epidemiological studies 
reql.llfe the fulfillment of a number of criteria that 
effectively take into account and reduce the possible 
imp act of bias, confounding. and chance variation in the 
interpretation of results . Guidelines ,fm the conduct of 
high-quality epidemiology h;r;e been• given, e g., by 
Ro1J,mim and Greenland (1 998) A summary is given 
below: 

• The study design should attempt to gin m~-cimum 
efficiency, both in reaching study objectives and in 
ub.hzmg resources. Depending on the nature of sus
p_ected rel.ationsbips benveen exposure and adverse 
health effects, as w ell as the specific study aim. 
various _designs, such as case-control or cohort, m,y be 
appropnate. 

• Ascettanment of an adequate population sample size 
and st.atistica.! power should be b sed on prior st:rtisti 
cal evalwtion. 

• In cohort studies, the study populatlons should be well 
defined Ii-om the outs.et. Hypotlieses to be imrest.ig.ted 
must be explicitly and clearly stated. The manner by 
which cases of adverse health are ascertained must 
also be dearly stated, and case identification must be 
independent of exposure_ 

• In case-control studies, controls should be appropri 
ately chosen, taking into account tl1e specific study 
aim. Tus enables the study to rninimize the impact of 
factors other than those under study. 

• Regardless of study design, the minimization of 1h)n

response, non-p.rticipation, ;md incomplete fullow-up 
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